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ENGLISH CAMP FOR TEENAGERS

11 -18 YEARS OLD

This is an all-inclusive package for teenagers

to learn English and to have fun in the sun too!

Students stay for a minimum two-week

period at the campus on a full-board basis. It

is a great opportunity for young people to

make new friends, develop learning skills and

to exchange information about other

countries using a common language of

communication.

Students attend 20 lessons of 50 minutes of

English each week. Lessons are in mixed-

nationality groups of maximum 15 students,

although there are usually less. After

breakfast, students go to class which starts at

9 am in the morning and there are 4 lessons a

day till 1pm. There are 2 breaks of 15-20

minutes. The emphasis is on conversational

English to develop communication skills.

Teenagers 15+ have also the possibility to

book 20 IELTS exam preparation lessons per

week instead of general English.

We believe that it is very important to develop

students’ English together with their

computer abilities since they will require

New technology during lessons of summer

camps

these skills for future study and in the

workplace. In order to present students’

collaborative work during the summer camp,

we produce presentations on the computer or

an on-line magazine which has photos and

videos taken by students, written work such

as poems and short texts, games and

interesting information.

Students receive a welcome pack containing:

school bag, a notebook, a pen, a file and a

T–shirt.

The youngest children, 6-9 years old, are

accepted with parents on the parent & child

programme, or in a group with the group

leader. Children 10 years old can come on

their own with special airline assistance. Our

school representative collects the child from

the airport directly from the airport

personnel.

Juniors follow a different programme to

teenagers and have lessons geared towards

learning English through fun and games.

Lessons are held in modern, air-conditioned

classrooms and are maximum 4 - 8 students.

They will have 20 lessons of English a week.

Our teachers are experienced in dealing with

JUNIOR ENGLISH CAMPS 6-10

young learners and so can adapt the classes

to the students’ needs and motivation.

They stay at campus on full-board basis.

Young students follow their own activities

programme adapted from the teenage

programme – basically they join in with some

activities but they also have their own special

games and fun events. There is a supervisor

for them 24/7 so that they always have

someone to help them with day-to-day tasks

such as washing clothes, getting ready in the

mornings and making sure that they are

eating well and healthily.

For children who do not stay at the student

accommodation camp but in other hotels

with their parents, we offer the possibility to

join one of our summer day camps - with

English lessons in the morning and activities

in the afternoon. Teenagers can join in some

of our evening activities, too. Children

receive a hot lunch from Monday to Friday

with children from ESSC School at the

campus. They may also have the evening

meal, for an extra cost. Teenagers can also

join our weekend excursions (pack lunch is

not provided at that option).

DAY CAMP

Summer Camps
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TEENS 13-18 years old

10 days with water sports

For students who would like to stay more than

1 week but less then 2 weeks and have more

exciting water sports than English lessons,

we have created an innovative, fantastic 10-

day programme with fewer school lessons!

Participants will have 20 fun English lessons

during the stay - some of them will be

organised outside the classroom, in a more

relaxed atmosphere. The teacher will work

on communicative skills by introducing new

vocabulary and encouraging discussion.

The activity programme is based on great

water and beach activities.

These include:

- aquarobics in the morning in the pool,

- 2 x banana ride,

- crazy sofa ride,

-2 x pedal boat,

-2 x canoe,

-2 entrances to the Olympic swimming pool

or a ride on the motorboat.

-All day Fasouri Waterpark Excursion

In addition, students will play volleyball and

football on the beach, have swimming

competitions and ball games in the sea. In the

evening, they will have karaoke, movie

evening and interactive games.

This programme is available for teenagers

13-18 years old who are A1+ - B1 level.

It runs only in June and in August on specific

dates. Please check availability with us.
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Fun English

Fasouri Watermania is the ideal place for

families and children to spend a one-day

outing, away from work troubles and paper

loads. At the waterpark our students enjoy

being entertained in a safe, fun and relaxing

environment. They can get away from the

hassle and bustle of the crowded city and it is

a unique thrilling experience. The waterpark

packs an impressive array of attractions,

facilities and services. Dressed in a

Polynesian theme, the Waterpark adds a

tropical feeling to experience of our students.

Our students can enjoy the Biggest Wave Pool

in Cyprus, grab their tubes and spin down a

six story, 120 meter long curvy slide or relax

at the lazy river that stretches an incredible

400 metres around the park. For those who

like the adrenaline they go the Kamikaze

slide where they can reach speeds as fast as

50km/h all by theirself!
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www.sunnyschool.eu

See you at ESSC!

to learn more,

please contact

info@sunnyschool.eu

Address of the school:

73 Spyrou Kyprianou Street

Limassol 4042, Cyprus

Campus:

0

10 Naxou Street, Yermasoyia

4 44, Limassol, Cyprus

English with water sports Courses for Adults

Junior summer camps Teenager summer camps

Parent&Child programme IELTS exam preparation

English & Conference

Agent:


